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1-22-35

BASKS. CE8TIUX, BAHKS AfiD

It is a popular belief that central banks a m t£e suprea* protectors
of the banks in their respective countries, and that the latter can rely upon being
able to fall back upon them in times of emergency. It is to tale popular belief
that central banks owe their immense prestige as the guardians of the economic
stability of their countries. The general public attributed the central banks M
mysterious power by wnieh they are in a^pfcsition to rescue banks in difficulties,
Central Bank Governors In some countries are held in very high esteem, and rank
second to none but Presidents, Princes of Iteyal Blood, and perhaps Frtee Ministers,

In reality, this prestige of central banks is entirely undeserved.
Whatever authority they possess they owe it t© the Legislation or administration,
whieh is usually in a position in law or in faet, to deprive them of the authority
lent to them. In any ease, the scope within which central banks are able to assist
banks and trade Is strictly limited* They are well in a position to tide the eountry
over seasonal fluctuations and minor crises. But when It domes to a crisis of first*
rate magnitude, they are just as helpless as the banks themselves, unless their
action is backed by the Treasuries.

The experience of the recent crisis should go a long way towards dis-
pelling the myth of the omnipotence of central banks. la every country where banks
needed assistance it was thanks to the aid -aetual or potential - of the Governments
that central benks were able to grant the support required. In the United Jtates,
tie federal He'serve System was utterly helpless in face of the wholesale failures
of 1932-1933. It was not until the Government took a hand - not through the Federal
Reserve Banks out through a Government-controlled organisation, toe Reconstruction
Finance Corporation • that the run on the banks came to a halt. Obviously, the
Federal Reserve authorities did* not possess the means for granting assistance on a
large scale. Technically they would have been in a position to increase their note
circulation, thanks to their high reserve ration but no organization, however power-
ful, other than the Government, can ever assume responsibility for an action of
support ?iiich Might result in losses amounting to millions of dollars.

How was it that of all countries it was only In the United States that
the banking crisis assumed such gigantic proportion before Government action cheeked
it? France, Germany, Italy, Austria, Hungary, Belgium, fee. all had their banking
troubles, even In ^re&t Britain, banking troubles were brewing under the smooth sur-
face in 1931. And yet, none of these countries experienced wholesale banking failures
on a soale comparable with the iaerican bank crisis. The losses involved In bank
failures, expressed In percentages of the national banking resources, were nowhere
nearly as nigh as in the United States. And the sacrifices involved in the Govern-
ment's intervention that eventually became inevitable were nowhere nearly as heavy
as In the United States* Surely, something must be wrong with the system whieh
allows banks first to fail by the thousand before it takes the step which would have
stopped the rot had they been taken in good time.

The main cause of the disastrous experience of the United states was
the exeessive Independenoe of the Federal Reserve System from the Administration.
'̂ here may be hundreds of arguments for and against this independence. But the faet
is that in times of crisis it handieaps swift Government aotioa whieh could eheok the
panic before it causes irreparable damage, 'The reason why European countries were
successful in cheeking the banking erisis before it assumed proportions comparable
to those of the American erisis was that in Surope central banks are, In praetieo
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If not in law, a sub-section of the Treasury*

Even in the ease of the lank of England, whose independence from Govern-
ment and Parliament is a byword, this independence is more apparent than real. It
la very useful for Chancellors of the 'Jxehequer to be able to evade embarrassing
questions in the House of Commons about money matters by answering that the Bank of
England is a private corporation. But if the Treasury really want something the Bank
of Sngland isj sot likely to put up more resistance than is customary within the
closed doors of a Government Department, where a Cabinet Minister finds it some-
times hard to induce the Persi&nent .secretaries to follow his instructions, .any
independence the Bank may have had before the crisis disappeared completely as a
result of the crisis, we shall see later the reasons why*

la Stance, the recent dismissal of *, Moret, and hie replacement by
H, Tannery, who is more willing than hi© predecessor to follow M. Jlandin's policy,
speaks for itself. It is cuatoiaary to transfer Treasury officials t© tha leading
positions in the Hank of France, Indeed, %hen th© Directeur du ̂ ouvement General
des fends at the French Treasury happens to be a strong man, it is he and not the
Governor of the Bank who determines the Monetary policy of the country. It is true
that the Bank of France, like the Bank of England, is owned by the stockholders,
but as far as rueations of public policy are concerned, It is really a Government
department«.

The same aay be said to be true about the other continental central
banks. In Holland, Dr. Visaering, Governor of the Mederlandsene Bank until 1931,
was relieved of his post because his bank had a large sterling balance at the time
of the suspension of the gold standard in Great Britain* The losses on this bal-
ance were borne by the Government. The same was the oase in France, Belgium, and a
number of countries, which again indicates the nature of the relations between
Government and central bank* In Austria, the Governor of the central bank was re-
moved amid the crisis of 1951 for considerations of foreign policy. These axe only
a few examples to show that the independence of central banks in Kurope is a myth*

Mow this state of affairs may have many disadvantagest but we propose
to confine ourselves to examining its effect during periods of crisis. Baring com-
plete control over their central banks, the Governments assume full responsibility
for the functions those central banks are supposed to fulfill In times of emergency.
It Is true that in soaae countries, as a matter of form, it is not the Government
but the central bank that grants assistance. This is what happened in England dur-
ing the erises of the 19th century, &n& also in August, 1914, when frozen bills
amounting to some £75,000,000 were taken by the Bank of England in "cold storage".
Most of these bills were subsequently liquidated. But did anyone seriously suppose
that any heavy losses arising from the operation would be borne by the Bank? The
idea is absurd, since the total open and hidden reserves of the Bank were a mere
fraction of the amount involved. If In spite of this it was taken for granted that
the Bank would be in a position to carry the burden it was because nobody doubted
that the Bank could fall back upon the Treasury if necessary* The same situation
repeated itself in 1931* British banks were loft with sons i>60,000,000* of frozen
German credits. In this case there was no actual need for the Bank to grant actual
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assistance, except in one or two exceptional cases* The major part of the frozen
acceptances were carried by the market on the tacit understanding that the Bank: will
not allow any bank of standing to default. The cash advances f the financial
houses were carried by the joint stock banks, again on the tacit understanding that
they can rely upon being in damn if led if any of the loading London financial houses
were by any chance to default* Everybody knew that the contingent liability of the
Bank of England was far in excess of its re serve s.' • And yet the "standstill'* bills
were taken freely by the market, because It was taken for granted that the Treasury
was behind the Bank in case of big losses. In fact, when the Bank suffered a loss
of some ^5,000,000 in connection with a credit grantod to .ustria la 1931, the Govern-
ment stepped in and indemnified it through the issue of a loan that has come to be
termed somewhat irreverently as the "Bank of England Belief Loans*"

la the circumstances It is not difficult to understand why too indep-
endence of the Bank towards the Treasury baft declined since the cftlsis, and why the
influence of Mr. Montague Norman carries today wich less weight than that of, say,
Sir Frederick Leith-Ross, Permanent Secretary of the treasury. Should any trouble
arise la connection with the standstill liabilities the Bank would have to ask the
Treasury to bo indemnified, and in such circumstances it would bo difficult to adopt
a too independent attitude.

The support of French Banks by the Government was done in a more direct
and less subtle way* ^hen in 1931 the B&nque Kationale de Credit and some other banks
got Into difficulty, the Treasury granted direct support out of Its cash reserve. It
formed a tanking;group which had to undertake to guarantee the Treasury against losses
up to a certain amount, so as to prevent one bank*a poison becoming another bank*a meat.
It compelled all banks to partial pa to in this arrangement, by hinting that otherwise
It would withhold support In case they got Into difficulties.

In Germany the Damnstaedter und National Bank waa allowed to fall before
the Government steeped In to guarantee its liabilities, together with those of other
banks* there the central bank was semi-Independent as a result of the provisions
of the Daws and Young Flans; there Is reason to believe that hesitation ae to whether
it la the job of Government or Central Bank to step In was partly responsible for the
delay In reaching decision, delay which proved to be fatal* In Austria, on the other
hand, the Government endorsed the liabilities of the Creditanatalt without delay*
Unfortunately, even the Government's endorsement of such a luge amount was not altogether

•the actual amount was fc$4,000,0Q0, a large sum when it Is remembered that the large
part waa held by the private discount acceptance houses, like Lezard,SeligaanfKlein
Wort, eto* But no bank went down and the balances have been gradually liquidated*

**tfnder the present arrangement now in force in the United states probably a few of
the important English private banks would have been unable to meet their obligations*
This would have precipitated a banking crisis affeotlng others and the chain of lack
of confidence that creates a banking panic would have been set in motion. By the
promise and confidence of support by the Bank of England backed by the Treasury, no
actual help (insubstantial amounts) waa required, and the liquidation of the German
position, with the help of the standatill agreements, the internal and external work,
eto* waa done gradually without endangering confidence or the position of the banks*
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sufficient in the ease of a weak country like Austria to prevent losses to creditors,
but the losses were limited by the Government's act. In Hungary, too, the Govern-
ment did not hesitate to come to the support of the Credit Bank*

In Italy, the Government saved the three leading banks from collapse
by relieving than from their security holdings* Although the Bank of Italy was
called in to finance a small part of the transaction, the bulk of it was financed
with the aid of Government-guaranteed bond issues. A similar action of reconstruc-
tion is being carried out In Belgium.

It Is useless to multiply the examples which show that where the
central bank Is regarded in practice as being a Government department there was no
difficulty in securing prompt support from the Government to the banks in difficul-
ties, in cash or In guarantees. The Central banks collaborated in the work of re-
construction in every country, but only under the auspicies of the Treasuries, in
execution of their share In the letter's policy*

from the aforesaid it Is easy to understand why the action of support
was so hopelessly mismanaged: in the United States, The Federal Reserve Banks have
always been proud and jealous of their Independence from the Administration, while
the Federal Reserve Board is largely under the control of the Treasury, the Federal
Reserve Banks - which are, after all, the institutions that matter - have always
been regarded as essentially non-Governmental corporations. Even in comparatively
normal conditions this resulted from time to time in difficulties regarding the
management of the country's monetary policy, but on the whole the advantages
balanced its disadvantages. When the severe test of the crisis came, however, the
grave disadvantage* of the system beeaae evident* Government and Federal Reserve
Banks expected reciprocally each other to look after the banking system, and be-
tween them the banking system was not looked after adequately* The early efforts
of the Heconstruction Finance Corporation were inadequate, since they aimed at cure
rather than prevention. They supported banks in difficulties, but the action was
not sufficiently universal to inspire confidence in the bamking system as a whole
and thus to check the run of depositors. Bad the United States Administration
followed the example of the French Government, for instance, or the Italian Govern-
ment, the eventual cost of its action would have been much smaller, and the result
would have been much more satisfactory. More banks could have been saved without
Involving such a large lees for the Administration. For, but for the deflationary
effect of the wholesale bank failures, it would have been easier for President
Hoosevelt to raise prices to a level at which most debtors and most banks which
got into difficulties through the slump would have become once more genuinely
solvent.

It may be Objected that the independence of central banking is a
valuable asset which is worth sacrifices. In reality, this argument is grossly
over-rated. The example of the United states during the last two years shows
that Treasury officials were able to put up a stronger resistance to some of the
financial schemes of the administration, which they considered dangerous for the
prospects of Treasury financing, than the Federal Reserve authorities. In times
of crisis direct contact between Government and banking system, unhampered by
jealousies for fictitious independence, is what is wanted.
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